Introduction
============

One common scenario that makes forgetting cumbersome in our daily lives is when we change our password and use the old version the next time we sign into our account. Only after failing once or twice, we remember that we updated our password and retrieve the new version. We often suffer from retrieval failures as such due to interference of previously learned yet irrelevant information (i.e. the old password), known as proactive interference (PI). PI is a huge cost on our cognitive system, such that forgetting from working memory (WM) could be minimum if there was no interference ([@nsx145-B9]).

Considerable amount of research evaluated how we efficiently retrieve relevant information from WM in the presence of PI ([@nsx145-B2]; [@nsx145-B6]; [@nsx145-B10]; [@nsx145-B21]; [@nsx145-B24]; [@nsx145-B25]). While these studies provided rich findings suggesting that we adapt retrieval strategies and gear up with controlled retrieval processes to resist PI, these effects were mostly tested and demonstrated with neutral stimuli. However, in many everyday situations we deal with emotionally loaded stimuli. In a recent study, Mizrak and Öztekin (2016) showed that PI affected WM retrieval dynamics for two different stimulus types, emotionally arousing stimuli and neutral stimuli, differently. They used the Recent-Probes task in which participants are asked to hold a small set of target items in memory over a brief retention interval and then make a *yes* (i.e. member of the study list) or *no* (i.e. not a member of the study list) decision to a recognition probe. The recognition probe can be an item from the study list (target), an item that participants did not encounter before (new lure), or an item that was presented in the study list of the previous trial but not the current one (recent lure). Typically, participants are more prone to falsely recognize the recent lure as a target item compared to non-recent lures. The difference in false alarms between recent lures and non-recent lures is therefore one behavioral measure of PI. If the temporal information of the recent lure (the previous study list) is recovered, PI can be overcome. Mizrak and Öztekin (2016) used a response deadline procedure to investigate the full time course of retrieval. The general pattern ([@nsx145-B24]; [@nsx145-B25], 2010) is that PI quickly builds up due to item and/or familiarity information (i.e. the difference in false alarm is largest early in the trial), but can be resolved later on after retrieving source information (i.e. that a recent lure was only shown in the previous trial). Their findings revealed an interaction of PI time course and stimulus type: The buildup of PI was slower for emotional compared to neutral trials, leading to lower amounts of interference early in the retrieval process, extending a growing body of evidence indicating that emotion slows down forgetting from long term memory to WM ([@nsx145-B46]). However, detrimental effects of PI were stronger for emotional material later on which suggested that temporal context retrieval in order to resolve PI was weaker for emotional stimuli also extending the findings from the literature showing emotion improves item memory while it might impair context memory ([@nsx145-B4]). Overall, their findings showed that PI effects for emotional and neutral stimuli are qualitatively similar (i.e. early build-up of PI followed by a later phase of resolution) but differ only quantitatively.

The current study extends these results and investigates whether the neural responses to PI and the latent cognitive processes underlying PI are different for emotional and neutral stimuli. Firstly, we aimed to replicate our previous results ([@nsx145-B16]) showing that the buildup effect of PI on emotional stimuli was less pronounced compared to neutral stimuli. This would suggest that the detrimental effects of PI on memory performance would be weaker for emotional stimuli in the presence of PI compared to neutral stimuli. Secondly, we were interested whether the differences between stimulus types are qualitative or merely quantitative. By qualitative differences we mean different underlying processes, neural or cognitive, that contribute to the memory decision for emotional versus neutral stimuli. In contrast, quantitative differences entail the same underlying processes and only differences in the degree to which certain process react to increasing levels of PI. Because previous studies consistently show greater amygdala activity during encoding and retrieval of emotional stimuli compared to neutral stimuli (reviewed in [@nsx145-B53]), one could also expect such qualitative differences for our task.

Another way of inducing PI is by presenting categorically similar items. In the release-from-PI (rfPI) paradigm [@nsx145-B45] manipulated PI by presenting items from the same semantic category within a block (or mini-block) of several trials and by switching categories between the blocks of trials (note that there was no break between blocks). Within one block, the items share the same features and are highly similar to each other which reduces the discriminability of the items ([@nsx145-B18]). More specifically, a particular cue that can be used in retrieval will now be related to multiple items. Thus, the to-be-retrieved items in the later trials of one block are subject to more competition, which leads to a decline in performance (i.e. slower responses and lower memory accuracy). It is assumed that PI increases across trials within one block and the decline of performance associated with increasing levels of PI constitutes the PI effect. Studies that used the rfPI paradigm consistently showed that performance recovers when the category is changed and the items presented are dissimilar to the items presented in previous trials (i.e. when the next block begins; [@nsx145-B21]; Öztekin *et al.*, 2009; [@nsx145-B25]; [@nsx145-B43]; [@nsx145-B45]). To resolve PI participants need to selectively retrieve unique details about the items beyond category membership.

In order to study the effects of PI on emotion, we used the rfPI task and manipulated the content of the categories. We introduced emotional (i.e. disgust and fear) and neutral (i.e. furniture and kitchen utensils) categories and examined how consecutively presenting items from either of these (sub-) categories in one block affected memory performance and the underlying neural mechanisms. For the two neutral categories we expected participants to use the specific semantic category (furniture or kitchen utensil) as a retrieval cue, whereas for emotional items we expected participants to use the specific emotion an item elicits (disgust or fear) as a retrieval cue. Since the items that are presented in the trials within a block come from the same category, participants would not benefit from relying on the category membership performance would decrease unless participants retrieve more diagnostic features unique to the item.

Previous research has shown that emotion enhances source memory for those features that are perceptually bound to the item while it impairs contextual/relational details that are not inherent to the item (see [@nsx145-B4], for the opposing effects of emotion on contextual memory; and [@nsx145-B11]. While contextual details of the item that were not bounded to the item itself might be impaired for emotional items, visual details that were central to the item can be remembered better compared to neutral memoranda (see [@nsx145-B13]). Recently, [@nsx145-B46] proposed an account that provides a partial explanation to the findings in this literature. They suggested that emotion enhances recollection of item-emotion bindings mediated by amygdala, which might be more resistant to forgetting than hippocampus-dependent item-context bindings. Collectively, these findings suggest that emotion might increase the likelihood of remembering item details rather than context details. In the present study, emotional stimuli might therefore be retrieved with more item-related details than neutral stimuli which would lead to higher availability of more diagnostic item features. Thus, we could expect a less strong effect of PI (i.e. performance decline within one block) for emotional compared to neutral items.

Previous studies investigating PI effects in WM point to two important regions showing activation during successful item recognition in the presence of PI; parahippocampal cortex (PHc) within the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC). MTL activation is generally associated with successful retrieval from long term memory ([@nsx145-B48]; see [@nsx145-B51] for a review) and has also been shown to contribute the retrieval of WM representations (Öztekin *et al.*, 2009, 2010). VLPFC on the other hand has been suggested as the critical region for the cognitive control of PI in working memory. For instance, Öztekin *et al.* (2009) combined the rfPI and recent-probe paradigms to conjointly induce PI by semantic similarity (i.e. rfPI paradigm) and episodic familiarity. Their results indicated that resolving interference, regardless of its nature, required engaging both the PHc and left VLPFC regions. Finally, [@nsx145-B21] used the rfPI paradigm to test the effects of PI on the encoding and retrieval of semantically related words. They showed that during retrieval, activation in the anterior part of left VLPFC (aVLPFC) varied as a function of PI. Crucially, aVLPFC activation mediated the relationship between increasing levels of PI within one block of semantically related items and the behavioral measurements. Memory performance, reflected in response times, was less affected with higher aVLPFC activation suggesting that this region was particularly related to the cognitive control of PI. They also observed a linear increase in PHc activity in response to increasing levels of PI and that this activation was associated with retrieval success. The performance of the individuals with higher PHc declined less as a function of PI compared to individuals with lower PHc activity. Accordingly, in our task we also expected aVLPFC and parahippocampal regions to respond to increasing levels of PI in a linear fashion. We were particularly interested whether neural response to PI differed for emotion and neutral stimuli. Our experimental design followed [@nsx145-B21] with the addition of two emotional categories.

To summarize, our main goal was to investigate how PI in WM leads to forgetting of neutral and emotional information. Particularly, we were interested whether latent processes and neural markers underlying PI differed qualitatively or quantitatively between emotional and neutral stimuli. We expected at least quantitative differences following mounting evidence suggesting that emotional memories are more resistant to forgetting compared to their non-emotional counterparts (reviewed in [@nsx145-B46]). For example, in our previous work ([@nsx145-B16]), we modeled the full time course of retrieval and were able to show that PI for emotional items differed quantitatively from the PI for neutral items. Here, we used a sequential sampling model, the diffusion model, to decompose the recognition decisions into latent cognitive processes ([@nsx145-B34]; [@nsx145-B44], see Method section for detailed description of the model). We expected increasing levels of PI to decrease memory performance. In addition, we examined neural activity during retrieval of emotion and neutral trials and expected that increasing level of PI lead to a linear increase in activation in two ROIs (aVLPFC and parahippocampal gyrus). We also expected the amygdala to be more strongly activated by emotional compared to neutral stimuli with no specific predictions regarding the effect of PI. Finally, we were interested how neural activity in response to increasing levels of PI was related to the diffusion model parameters.

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Twenty-one healthy adults (9 females) participated in this study. Data from two participants (one male, one female) were excluded due to excessive motion in the scanner. Participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and were screened for medical conditions that could contradict with MRI protocols. Participants gave written consent and were compensated for their participation.

Stimuli selection
-----------------

The stimuli consisted of two neutral (Kitchen utensils and Furniture) and two emotional (Fear and Disgust) categories of images. Some of the emotional images were chosen from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) database ([@nsx145-B14]). The rest was selected from Google images and rated by 18 different participants that did not participate in the actual experiment (See [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the detailed description of stimuli selection).

Experimental design
-------------------

The experiment consisted of two sessions of six runs that took place on two different days. Each run contained 36 experimental trials. In each trial, participants first studied five-items in the encoding phase, solved three math problems, and then responded to a recognition probe. For each probe, participants were asked to indicate whether it appeared in the encoding phase (See [Figure 1](#nsx145-F1){ref-type="fig"} for the procedure).

![(A) Illustration of the proactive interference (PI) manipulation. Each block (in blue or green) consists of three trials in which the presented images come from the same category. The category is switched for the next block of trials. PI is expected to increase from Level 1 at Trial 1 to Level 3 at Trial 3 within a block. PI will be released when the category is switched and the PI Level will return to 1. (B) Illustration of the sequence of events within a single trial. Each trial began with the encoding phase in which 5-images were presented sequentially for 1200 ms each. Following the fifth image, participants solved three math problems consisting of addition or subtraction of two randomly selected two-digit numbers which were presented for 4000 ms each. Participants indicated whether the solution presented next to the math problem was accurate by pressing either the middle or index finger on the button box. Following the third math problem, participants were presented with a test image for 2000 ms and asked to indicate whether the image was shown during the current encoding phase. The test image was either a study list item (e.g. Image 2) or an image which was not presented within the experimental session (e.g. New Image). The inter-trial interval consisted of the presentation of a fixation cross in the center of the screen for a fixed duration of 12 000 ms. *Note*. Images that are used in the study are not presented due to copyright reasons. For detailed description of the stimuli and the stimuli selection process please see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The IAPS image numbers of the stimuli used here are also given there.](nsx145f1){#nsx145-F1}

The release from PI paradigm was employed in which images from the same category were presented for three consecutive trials. The three consecutive trials from the same category formed a block and the first trial within this triplet will be referred to as (PI) Level 1, the second as Level 2, and the third as Level 3, as we expected PI to increase monotonically across the three trials. In total, there were 432 (216 × 2) trials (108 trials from each category), 144 blocks (36 blocks from each category). There were equal numbers of targets (i.e. probes that were shown in the encoding phase) and lures (i.e. probes that were not shown in the encoding phase) for each category. The probes of the three trials within one block were randomly chosen to be a target or a lure (e.g. it was possible that all three trials were lures or targets). After the presentation of one block (i.e. three trials) consisting of same category images, the next trial employed stimuli from another category. Note that there was no break between blocks (only between runs).

Lures were drawn from members of the same category as the studied items. Both targets and lures were recycled throughout the whole experimental session with the restriction that neither had been presented within the last three runs before it was repeated. That is, all images used in the first three runs were novel, and in the following runs, images that were presented in the previous three runs were shown.

The order of lists from different categories was randomized in such a way that the number of switches between different categories was identical. This was done to make sure that there were approximately equal numbers of switches between different categories so that neutral to neutral or emotional to emotional switches happened equally often.

*fMRI* protocol
---------------

Scanning was performed on a Siemens 3 T Magnetom TRIO MRI system with a 32-channel head coil in the National Magnetic Resonance Imaging Center at Bilkent University. Functional images were acquired over six runs in each session using a gradient echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 192 mm, 34 interleaved axial slices, voxel size = 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm with 0.3 mm interslice gap). After each session, high-resolution T1-weighed (MP-RAGE) anatomical images were acquired.

Pre-processing
--------------

SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/>) was used to process images which included slice timing correction, realignment, normalization, and smoothing. Functional images were first corrected for differences in slice acquisition timing by resampling all slices in time to match the first slice, then realigned for motion correction and resliced. Resliced images were then normalized to MNI stereotaxic space using a 12-parameter affine transformation along with a non-linear transformation using cosine basis functions. Functional images were then smoothed with an 8-mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel. Image data quality was assured via visual inspection and runs in which there were excessive motion (\>3 mm) were excluded from the analysis.

*fMRI* data analysis
--------------------

A general linear model was built in SPM8 by generating separate regressors for each condition \[separate encoding for each of the three trials within a block for emotion and neutral stimuli, distractor period (collapsed across emotion and neutral trials), recognition probes for each of the three trials within a block for emotion and neutral stimuli\] and were modeled using a canonical hemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative. For each of the two scanning sessions, the data across the six runs were concatenated and modeled as one session, with mean signal and scanner drift entered as covariates to account for the variability across runs.

Percent BOLD signal change was assessed by averaging the time-series signal across the region of interests (ROIs) by using the MarsBaR region of interest toolbox for SPM8 (<http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/>). We calculated integrated percent signal change (iPSC) by averaging the peak time point and the two adjacent time points to the peak (±1 TR) for each ROI. Bilateral parahippocampal gyrus (PHg) and amygdala ROIs were defined using anatomical masks from the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) database ([@nsx145-B41]). For left anterior VLPFC ROIs we assessed pre-defined anatomical masks which were used in [@nsx145-B21] study. Specifically, the anterior VLPFC ROI was restricted to the pars orbitalis portion of the left inferior frontal gyrus, located ventrally to the horizontal Sylvian ramus.

Modeling recognition decision
-----------------------------

The diffusion model was used to model responses and corresponding response times ([@nsx145-B30]; [@nsx145-B32]; [@nsx145-B33]).We employed the four-parameter Wiener model (e.g. [@nsx145-B42]) augmented by a drift criterion parameter ([@nsx145-B31]). In our task, the lower decision bound corresponded to 'new' responses (i.e. when the participant decided that the probe was novel); the upper bound corresponded to 'old' responses (i.e. when the participant decided that the probe was shown during encoding). The diffusion model assumes that across time within each trial evidence accumulates in a noisy (diffusion) process. If the evidence hits one of the two decision boundaries the corresponding response is given. The first parameter, the drift rate, *v*, with which the accumulation process approaches one of the boundaries given a specific stimulus class (i.e. old or new probe), is a measure of the strength of evidence resulting from the retrieval processes. In our model, the same drift rate was used for old and new probes with the only difference being their sign (positive for old probes and negative for new probes). The larger the absolute value of the drift rate the stronger the mnemonic evidence in that condition. The position of the response boundaries is captured by the boundary separation parameter *a*. The larger the *a*, the more evidence is necessary until a decision is made (i.e. the decision maker is more cautious).

Evidence starts to accumulate from a starting point which might be closer or at equal distance to one of the boundaries. This response bias parameter, *z*, measures the bias participants have towards one of the boundaries, with *z* = 0.5 indicating no bias. Participants might be biased towards an old response (if *z* \> 0.5) in which case giving an old response would require less evidence. Note that response bias shifts do not have to result in a change in the drift rate.

An additional possibility to account for response bias is via the drift criterion parameter, *d~c~*. As mentioned above, we initially assume that the absolute value of the drift rate is identical for old and new probes. The drift criterion removes this assumption. More specifically, the value of the drift criterion is added to both drift rates, the positive drift for new items and the negative drift rate for old items and thereby represents a symmetric shift in the available evidence (while not affecting its absolute magnitude). Values above zero indicate that in a given condition the evidence is shifted towards old probes whereas values below zero indicate a shift towards new probes ([@nsx145-B31]). Finally, our model also included a non-decision parameter, *t*~0~, to capture all processes not related to the mnemonic decision such as encoding and motor processes. Our model can be seen as an extension of a signal-detection model ([@nsx145-B15]) that incorporates response times in addition to binary responses. In this view, the drift rate corresponds to the signal-detection sensitivity (e.g. *d\'*) and the drift criterion to the signal-detection response bias (e.g. *c*).

Studies examining the impact of emotion on recognition memory suggest that emotion has an impact on the response criterion, traditionally measured within signal detection framework. By separating response bias and drift criterion, we can a) evaluate the retrieval strategies participants adapt to changing levels of PI and b) investigate whether emotion has an impact on the response bias or drift criterion.

We employed a hierarchical Bayesian approach to model the data ([@nsx145-B52]). For each of the five diffusion model parameters (i.e. *v, a, z, d~c~, t*~0~) we estimated six hyperparameters to describe the full design \[(i.e. stimulus type (emotion & neutral) and PI level (1, 2, & 3)\] using treatment contrasts separately for emotional and neutral stimuli (i.e. in each emotion condition Level 1 was the intercept and we estimated two parameters quantifying the differences of Level 2 and Level 3 from the intercept). In total, the model had 30 hyperparameters and we estimated the full variance-covariance matrix for all individual level parameters ([@nsx145-B54]). The model provided a good account to the data. See [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details.

Results
=======

Hierarchical-Bayesian diffusion model analysis
----------------------------------------------

Diffusion models have often been used to model recognition memory decisions (e.g. [@nsx145-B34]; [@nsx145-B40]; [@nsx145-B44]). Consistent with prior work showing that PI slowed down the retrieval speed ([@nsx145-B25]), we hypothesized that PI would reduce the efficiency of evidence accumulation (i.e. decrease the drift rate) due to reduced memory signal quality with increasing similarity between memoranda.

Results confirmed this prediction. As can be seen in [Figure 2](#nsx145-F2){ref-type="fig"} (panel 'Drift Rate') the drift rate decreased linearly for neutral trials with increasing PI levels (Level 1 vs. Level 2: *p~B~ = *0.01; Level 2 vs. Level 3: *p~B~ = *0.01).[^1^](#nsx145-FN1){ref-type="fn"} However, while descriptively such a pattern was also obtained for emotion trials, the evidence for it was comparatively weak. There was no credible decrease from Level 1 to Level 2 (*p~B~* = 0.27) and neither from Level 2 to Level 3 (*p~B~* = 0.11). Only when comparing Level 1 and Level 3 we found a credible decrease in drift rate (*p~B~* = 0.03). When comparing the decreases in drift rate due to PI across emotion and neutral stimuli there was some evidence for a differential pattern (smallest *p~B~* = 0.06). This suggests that PI affected both stimulus types, although there was some evidence that this decrease was less pronounced for emotional stimuli.

![Parameter estimates from the diffusion model. E = Emotion, *n* = Neutral, L1 = Level 1, L2 = Level 2, L3 = Level 3. The points show the posterior modes, the error bars the 90% highest-posterior density regions, and the gray dashed lines the (mirrored) density estimates of the full posterior. The letters in each plot represent a compact letter display (CLD; [@nsx145-B28]) presentation of the difference between conditions. Conditions that do *not* share a letter within one plot differ significantly from each other with *p~B~* \<0.05. For 'Response Bias' and 'Drift Criterion' the vertical gray line indicates no bias.](nsx145f2){#nsx145-F2}

For the remaining diffusion model parameters, we did not observe systematic differences between stimulus types and the levels of PI (See the compact letter display in [Figure 2](#nsx145-F2){ref-type="fig"}). We found that overall, participants showed a response bias towards old responses (i.e. response bias above 0.5) whereas they were more inclined towards evaluating the evidence as more new than old (i.e. drift criterion below 0).

Neuroimaging data
-----------------

### Effects of PI on the recognition of emotion and neutral stimuli

We expected a linear increase in the neural activation as a response to increasing levels of PI for two ROIs, the aVLPFC, and the parahippocampal gyrus of MTL. To test this, we performed two separate linear mixed model (LMM; e.g. [@nsx145-B56]) analyses on the integrated percent signal change (iPSC) in the aVLPFC, and parahippocampal gyrus to hit responses only (see method for the definition of regions). Each LMM had fixed effects for stimulus type (Emotion vs. Neutral), a linear and quadratic polynomial for level of PI, and the interaction between stimulus type and the polynomial terms as well as by-participant random intercepts and random slopes for the two main effects (the random slope of the interaction term was non-identified and this model thereby represents the 'maximal model'; [@nsx145-B3]). To evaluate the significance of the fixed effects we employed the Satterthwaite approximation via the methods implemented in afex ([@nsx145-B38]). To control for multiple testing adjusted *P*-values are Bonferroni-Holm corrected across ROIs for each family of tests (i.e. each effect).

Results of the LMMs are displayed in [Table 1](#nsx145-T1){ref-type="table"} and show that none of the adjusted *p*-values reaches significance. However, the interaction of the linear effect for PI with stimulus type for PHg was marginally significant (as well as unadjusted *P* \< 0.05). To assess whether we could directly replicate the results from [@nsx145-B21] showing a linear increase in PHg activity in response to increase in PI levels, we tested the linear effect of PI separately for both stimulus types. For neutral stimuli we found a linear effect, *β* = 0.05, 95%-CI \[0.02, 0.10\], but not for emotional stimuli, *β* = 0.00, 95%-CI \[−0.04, 0.04\]. Thus, we could replicate [@nsx145-B21] for the type of stimuli they had also used (i.e. neutral items), but not for the novel stimuli introduced here. Table 1.LMM results for ROIs which were expected to be affected by PIROIEffectdf*FPP*~adj~Anterior VLPFCStim Type1, 18.123.99^†^0.060.07PI (linear)1, 18.490.650.430.43PI (quadratic)1, 29.780.220.640.85Stim Type × PI (linear)1, 54.000.260.610.61Stim Type × PI (quadratic)1, 54.001.310.260.52PHgStim Type1, 18.135.21^†^0.030.07PI (linear)1, 27.493.900.060.12PI (quadratic)1, 18.980.660.430.85Stim Type × PI (linear)1, 54.004.15^†^0.050.09Stim Type × PI (quadratic)1, 54.001.130.290.52[^1][^2]

Linking latent processes with neural measures
---------------------------------------------

Our ROI analysis replicated [@nsx145-B21] results and showed a linear increase in PHg activation for hits to neutral items as a function of PI. As we also observed a linear decrease in drift rate as a function of PI, we investigated the relationship between PHg activation for hit responses and drift rate. More specifically, we estimated a LMM with the individual drift rate estimates (3 per participant and stimulus type, we used the individual posterior means) as dependent variable with fixed effects for PHg iPSC, stimulus type, and their interaction, as well as a by-participant random intercept and by-participant random slopes for all fixed effects.

In addition to a significant effect of stimulus type \[*F*(1, 37.89) = 37.54, *P* \< 0.001\] (see [Figure 3](#nsx145-F3){ref-type="fig"}), the model showed a significant effect of PHg \[*F*(1, 50.45) = 7.92, *P* = 0.007\]. This latter effect indicated that within an individual participant a decrease in drift rate was associated with an increase in PHg activation to hits -- successfully recognized items. Previous studies showed retrieval of more detailed episodic information recruits regions within parahippocampal gyrus ([@nsx145-B48]). In our task, we observe that there is higher PHg activation to correctly recognize items even though the performance lowers due to PI. The negative relationship we observe here between the PHg activation and the drift rate can be interpreted as a response to retrieval demands. The harder the retrieval gets, drift rate decreases and more PHg activation is recruited for successfully retrieving more detailed information which leads to a correct response. The model also revealed a marginally significant interaction between PHg and stimulus type \[*F*(1, 45.95) = 3.77, *P* = 0.06\] which is displayed in [Figure 3](#nsx145-F3){ref-type="fig"}. From this interaction, we can see that PHg activation is a predictor for the drift rate for neutral stimuli (β = −0.70, 95%-CI \[−1.14, −0.27\]), but this relationship is essentially absent for emotional stimuli (β = −0.18, 95%-CI \[−0.57, 0.22\]). This finding mimics our ROI finding that the effect of PI has essentially no PHg involvement for emotional stimuli.

![The interaction between parahippocampal gyrus activation (PHg) and the drift rate for neutral and emotional stimuli. Shaded areas show 95%-confidence bands from the LMM. Note that PI level (L1, L2, or L3) was not part of the LMM and is only added for illustrative purposes.](nsx145f3){#nsx145-F3}

Discussion
==========

The present study aimed to provide new insights into the relationship between emotion and forgetting due to PI from WM. We were specifically interested in differences in how PI affected emotional and neutral stimuli for (i) the buildup of PI reflected in latent processes, and (ii) neural responses to PI. To this end, we used a task that progressively induced PI by presenting categorically similar items over three trials. After one block of three trials, the category was changed which led to a release from PI. We employed a formal measurement model, the diffusion model, that allowed us to estimate and compare how the built up of PI affected latent cognitive processes of recognition memory decisions for emotional and neutral material. We found that PI decreased the rate of evidence accumulation (i.e. the drift rate). Whereas we observed this for both neutral and emotional stimuli, the decrease appeared to be somewhat smaller for emotional stimuli. We also tracked the neural responses to PI during retrieval of emotional and neutral memoranda in regions that have been previously related to overcoming PI. We found that the buildup of PI was associated with a linear increase in PHg activation for neutral stimuli but not for emotional stimuli (although the interaction was only marginally significant after adjusting for multiple testing). Finally, we found that for neutral stimuli an increase in PHg activity was associated with a decrease in drift rate, whereas this association was absent for emotional stimuli (again the interaction was only marginally significant).

Effects of PI on latent processes
---------------------------------

In memory studies the drift rate generally represents the quality of the match between probe and memoranda ([@nsx145-B31]), it is a measure of the strength of evidence. Items with higher memory strength are expected to have a higher drift rate. Our findings showed that PI decreased the drift rate (i.e. lowered the mnemonic quality/degree of match) in a linear fashion. It has been suggested that one of the factors that affects the strength of evidence in memory retrieval might be the degree of difficulty of recovering the evidence ([@nsx145-B1]). In our task, the shared feature (category) elicits a level of match between the probe and memoranda, contaminating the quality of the match and adding noise to the evidence making the recovery of evidence harder.

Our results indicate that the PI-related decrease in the quality of the probe-memoranda match is similar for emotion and neutral stimuli. This is an important finding showing that PI in WM affects memory performance for emotion and neutral stimuli in a similar way. It is noteworthy to state that the decline in drift rate tended to be less pronounced for emotion stimuli such that medium levels of PI did not lead to an effective decline in drift rate. This is consistent with our previous findings in Mizrak and Öztekin (2016) study showing that PI build up was slower and smaller in magnitude for emotion trials compared to neutral trials. We discuss potential explanations for this finding below.

Neural mechanisms that overcome PI for emotion and neutral stimuli
------------------------------------------------------------------

### Neutral stimuli

For neutral stimuli, increasing levels of PI led to a gradual decline in the rate of evidence accumulation. This decrease was however accompanied by an increase in activation in parahippocampal regions (PHg) for hits (i.e. 'old' responses to targets). This suggests that participants tried to counteract the effect of PI by increasing memory retrieval. This is in line with previous work showing that MTL regions are involved in successful episodic retrieval (e.g. [@nsx145-B7]). Additionally, it has been shown that MTL activation during encoding predicted memory success (e.g. [@nsx145-B5]; [@nsx145-B27]; [@nsx145-B39]). More recently, MTL activation has been observed during retrieval from WM ([@nsx145-B23]; [@nsx145-B26]), also suggesting a relationship between memory accuracy in a WM task and MTL activation. With increasing PI levels, participants need to retrieve more information in order to correctly identify items. This incease in retrieval demands was reflected in PHg activation as well.

We did not detect systematic changes in left aVLPFC activation in response to PI. This finding is surprising as this region had often been suggested to mediate the detrimental effects of PI on memory performance ([@nsx145-B2]; [@nsx145-B9]; [@nsx145-B22]). One reason for this might be the use of visual material in our study. Previous studies which showed left anterior VLPFC activation in response to PI used verbal material and there is considerable evidence showing that left VLPFC can be domain sensitive (see [@nsx145-B47] for a review). For instance, [@nsx145-B49] found that when participants were asked to recollect conceptual details about the studied objects, higher left aVLPFC activation was observed compared to recollection of perceptual details. On the other hand, during the recollection of perceptual details higher right VLPFC activation was observed compared to recollection of conceptual details. Although we expected left VLPFC activation due to previous findings showing that left VLPFC is an important region that mediates the control of PI in working memory, it is possible that left VLPFC effects are specific to verbal material.

### Emotional stimuli

For emotional stimuli we only observed a comparatively small linear decline in drift rate as a function of PI. In addition, this decrease was not as strongly accompanied by a corresponding PHg activation increase to hits, if at all. In addition, we did not observe aVLPFC activation in response to PI. Overall, our data suggest no specific neural response as a function of PI for emotional stimuli in our ROIs. However, the evidence for this qualitative difference as a function of PI between emotional and neutral stimuli was not as strong as we expected. Given the clear replication of the PI effect for neutral items on PHg and the complete absence of this effect for emotional items we are nevertheless confident that this differential pattern is noteworthy. One possible explanation for this differential pattern is given in the following section.

### Effect of emotion on PI

It has been suggested that the release from PI task specifically necessitates controlled retrieval at the item level. If item-level details are not immediately or automatically available at retrieval, participants need to access more diagnostic information about the item on top of the category membership. One common finding from the emotion-recognition memory literature ([@nsx145-B12]; [@nsx145-B20]; [@nsx145-B29]; [@nsx145-B35]; [@nsx145-B37]) is that emotion impacts retrieval of detailed information about the event from memory, often called *recollection*, rather than assessments of the overall memory strength of the items in memory, often called *familiarity*. However, emotion specifically enhances recollection of within-item features such as identifying details about the item rather than context ([@nsx145-B4]; [@nsx145-B46]). For instance, font color or spatial location information of emotional items was remembered better than for neutral items (D\'Argembeau and Van der Linden, 2005; [@nsx145-B50]; [@nsx145-B55]). In contrast, when participants were asked about the scene in which an item was presented, memory performance was worse for emotional items compared to neutral items (see [@nsx145-B13]). In our task, participants might have benefited from a focus on the central details (item features) in exchange for remembering peripheral details (context) for emotional stimuli. If emotional stimuli are activated in WM with more diagnostic item features, these features can be used as additional cues while making the recognition judgment and the category membership as a cue will have less weight on the recognition judgment. This can explain the less pronounced PI-related decline in drift rate for emotion stimuli compared to neutral stimuli. In this case, the category cue will contaminate the quality of the match between probe and memoranda, but for emotional stimuli not as much as it does for neutral stimuli. Additionally, if item-specific details are enhanced for emotion items, these details will be readily available at retrieval and the need for accessing more detailed information would be less for emotional information. Accordingly, this can explain the absence of the relationship between the drift rate decrease and increase in parahippocampal gyrus activation for emotional stimuli since this region is specifically associated with retrieval demands.

Conclusion
==========

We provided an in-depth investigation of the relationship between emotion and forgetting in WM by modeling the latent processes that are involved in the recognition memory performance of emotioal and neutral items in the presence of PI. We complemented our investigation by analyzing neural responses to changing levels of PI and related our findings from brain and behavioral measurements. Our results replicated quantitative differences in the cognitive processes in response to PI which were extended by our neural measures suggesting a possible qualitative difference between emotional and neutral stimuli. For neutral stimuli individuals increased PHg activation as a response to PI and such an increase was associated with a decrease in drift rate. However, the data did not indicate evidence for such a mechanism for emotional stimuli.
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Click here for additional data file.

*p~B~*-values reported in this manuscript are calculated from the posterior distributions of the hyperparameters and based on the probability that specific parameter or difference of parameters is smaller or larger than 0 (i.e. values \> 0.5 are subtracted from 1). In line with a Bayesian framework we speak of *credible* differences if *p~B~* \< 0.05.
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[^1]: *Notes.* The dependent variable was iPSC. *P*~adj~: Adjusted *P*-values are Bonferroni-Holm corrected across ROIs for each effect. ^†^: adjusted-*P* \< 0.1.

[^2]: We were also interested in the effect of stimulus class and PI on amygdala activation. However, we had no reasons to expect a linear effect of PI on amygdala. Therefore, we estimated an LMM with amygdala iPSC as dependent variable, fixed effects for stimulus type, PI (with three levels and no linear or quadratic effect), and their interaction, and by-participants random intercepts and random slopes for the two main effects. For this analysis we restricted the overall probability of a Type I error to 0.05 using the Bonferroni-Holm correction. This analysis revealed a significant effect of stimulus type \[*F*(1, 18.03) = 12.37, *P*~adj~ = 0.007\] in the expected direction. Emotional stimuli lead to larger iPSC values than neutral stimuli. None of the other effects reached significance, smallest *P*~adj~ = 0.16.
